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Why “transient” ?

Previous efforts assumed continuous GWs from NSs

Transient phenomena are hard
to model (predict) but often occur

 Unexplained glitches in NSs
 rotational rates 

Cover intermediate time scale
between “bursts” and continuous
GWs ( 1d - 1 month )
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Transient GWs model
GW tensor components in NSs rest frame:

Phase evolution:

GW strain:

Amplitude/Phase            =      (     ,      ,   ,     ) 
   parameters:

where

F+(t; n̂, !) = a(t; n̂) cos 2! + b(t; n̂) sin 2! , (10)

F!(t; n̂, !) = b(t; n̂) cos 2! ! a(t; n̂) sin 2! , (11)

are the so-called “beam pattern” functions, and

a(t; n̂) " d(t) : "+(n̂) , b(t; n̂) " d(t) : "!(n̂) . (12)

n̂ defines the sky position of the source and can be expressed in standard
equatorial (or ecliptic) coordinates # (right ascension), and $ (declination).

n̂ = (cos $ cos #, cos $ sin #, sin $) (13)

For a detector with arms along n̂1and n̂2 directions d is the response to a
di!erential arm motion in the long wave-length approximation; induced for
example by a passing GW.

d =
1

2
(n̂1 # n̂1 ! n̂2 # n̂2) (14)

SSB basis vectors {%̂, &̂} can also be written in terms of # and $.

%̂ = (! sin #, cos #, 0) , (15)

&̂ = (cos # sin $, sin # sin $, ! cos $) . (16)

[:] in Eq. 12 denotes a matrix contraction.

3 Transient GW pulsations

We “characterize” a transient GW pulsation by a signal model h+,!(') of
the form

h+(') = A+ cos "(') gs(') , h!(') = A! sin "(') gs(') . (17)

The function gs(') follows the characterization “transient” as it distinguishes
such a signal from a continuous GW signal in general (can be a theta func-
tion, a damped sinusoid, an exponential or any other slow varying function
depending on the model in consideration). As described in section 1, ' could
vary from a day to a few weeks.
Assuming a slowly varying intrinsic signal frequency 2(f(') " d"(')/d' , the
phase "(') can be expanded around the reference time 'ref , namely

"(') = )0 + )(#') , (18)
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with !0 = !("ref) and

!("") = 2#
!

s=0

f (s)

(s + 1)!
["" ]s+1 . (19)

where

""(t; n̂) ! " " "ref = t" "ref +
$rd(t) · n̂

c
, (20)

" above is the arrival-time in the SSB of the phase at the detector at time t
and |$rd| is the distance between the detector and the SSB.
Substituting Eq. 19 in Eq. 18 and using Eqs. 9-11 and Eq. 17 we obtain:

h(t) =
4!

µ=1

gs(t; ts, "s)Aµ hµ(t) , (21)

where

A1 = A+ cos !0 cos 2% " A! sin !0 sin 2% , (22)

A2 = A+ cos !0 sin 2% + A! sin !0 cos 2% , (23)

A3 = "A+ sin !0 cos 2% " A! cos !0 sin 2% , (24)

A4 = "A+ sin !0 sin 2% + A! cos !0 cos 2% , (25)

are four amplitude parameters,

h1(t) = a(t) cos !("") , h2(t) = b(t) cos !("") , (26)

h3(t) = a(t) sin !("") , h4(t) = b(t) sin !("") (27)

are the (detector and time dependent) wave-components and ts, "s are the
signal’s starting time and duration respectively.

4 Basis Vectors

Eq. 21-Eq. 27 describe the GW signal in a compact form. It is parametrized
by four (time independent) amplitudes Aµ, four “wave-components” hµ and
two extra parameters. The four amplitudes depend on the signal parameters
A+, A!, !0, % and not on detector-specific parameters or on time. The four
hµ depend on the phase of the signal, the sky position and the “Doppler pa-
rameters” that modulate the signal’s phase (denoting them by & ! {n̂, f (s)},
where f (s) ! dsf(")/d " s|!ref are the spin parameters).
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case problem. A standard method for addressing this problem is a maximum
likelihood approach.
The likelihood function of observing the data x(t) given A, !, t0, "0, S (con-
ditional probability) is

P (x|A, !, t0, "0, S) = k e!
1
2 (x|x) exp

!
(x|s)! 1

2
(s|s)

"
. (36)

According to Bayes’ theorem the posterior probability can be written as

P (A, !, t0, "0, |x, S) = k" exp

!
(x|s)! 1

2
(s|s)

"
P (A, !, t0, "0, ) , (37)

Assuming a flat prior P (A, !, t0, "0, ) = const. and substituting the signal-
model of Eq. 21 into Eq. 36, we can write the posterior probability as (taking
the log)

log P (A, !, t0, "0, |x, S) = log P0 + (x|s)! 1

2
(s|s) (38)

where

(x|s) = (x|gsAµhµ)

= Aµ (x|gshµ)

=
gs

g0
Aµ xµ (39)

(s|s) = (gsAµ hµ|gsA! h!)

= Aµ (gshµ|gsh!)A!

=
g2

s

g2
0

Aµ Mµ! A! (40)

where we have assumed that gs/g0 is constant within the inner product in-
tegration region.
We have

log P (A, !|x, t0, "0, S) = log P0+
gs

g0
Aµ xµ(!)! 1

2
(
gs

g0
)2Aµ Mµ!(!)A! . (41)

The posterior log-likelihood in Eq. 41 is maximized with respect to Aµ when

# log P

#Aµ
= 0" xµ =

gs

g0
Mµ!A!

MLE " Aµ
MLE =

g0

gs
{M!1}µ!x! (42)
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GW source) in the TT gauge by

h(t,!r) = h+(") e+ + h!(") e! , (1)

where " is the time in the source’s reference frame (" = t+ n̂ ·!r/ct, neglecting
relativistic corrections, where t is the “retarded” time in the detector’s frame,
|!r| is the distance between the detector and the source and c is the speed of
light) and the polarization tensors e+,! are defined as

e+ = û! û" v̂ ! v̂ , e! = û! v̂ + v̂ ! û (2)

Eqs. 1, 2 refer to a reference frame on the source. {û, v̂} are unit vectors on
the plane perpendicular to the direction of propagation of the GW and can
be arbitrary or chosen based on the geometry of the source (e.g. along the
principle polarization axes for elliptically polarized waves).
For a source-independent basis (a basis that only depends on the direction of
propagation n̂ and the solar system barycenter (SSB) {x̂, ŷ, ẑ}) one expresses
{û, v̂} in terms of {#̂, $̂} (SSB basis spanned by #̂ # ẑ $ n̂/|ẑ $ n̂|, $̂ # #̂$ n̂
and "n̂) by a simple rotation by % around "n̂.

û = #̂ cos % + $̂ sin % , (3)

v̂ = "#̂ sin % + $̂ cos % . (4)

The polarization-independent basis tensors are functions of {#̂, $̂}

&+ # #̂ ! #̂ " $̂ ! $̂ , (5)

&! # #̂ ! $̂ + $̂ ! #̂ (6)

and the wave-basis e+,! can be written as

e+ = cos 2% &+ + sin 2% &! (7)

e! = sin 2% &+ + cos 2% &! . (8)

Eq. 1, the metric space-time perturbation due to a GW, can be expressed in
terms of {#̂, $̂} and n̂ as a function of time t in the detector’s reference frame
using Eqs. 7, 8.
To derive the measured GW strain at the detector one needs to calculate the
optical path di!erence of the light traveling along the arms, or equivalently
a phase di!erence (or time delay), in the presence of a GW. In the simplest
case of a ground-based detector the long wave-length approximation2 holds
quite well at low frequencies and one obtains a GW strain:

h(t) = F+(t) h+(") + F!(t) h!(") , (9)

2Approximating that the wave-length of the GW if much longer than the size of the
detector
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where !(0) is the “optimal” signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
From Eq. 35 we have

!2(0) = sµMµ! s!
Eq.24
= A!N µ! Mµ! A"N !" . (50)

And

N µ! =
1

Sh

! #1

#0

hµ(t)h!(t) =
"1 ! "0

!T
{!T

Sh
[

1

"1 ! "0

! #1

#0

hµh! ]} (51)

where "0 = max(t0, ts) and "1 = min(ts + "s, t0 + !T ) are the integration
limits in the case of a rectangular “‘transient” signal. The latter integral can
be also written as

N µ! =
"1 ! "0

!T
{!T

Sh
"hµh!#} $

"1 ! "0

!T
Mµ! (52)

We therefore have

E[2F ] = 4 + (
"1 ! "0

!T
)2 !T

Sh
[Aµ"hµh!#A! ] (53)

The value of the F -statistic in this case is the maximum value possibly ob-
tained when the four signal amplitudes Aµ and “wave-components” hµ are
exactly known.

5.2 Non-ideal case

In practice when searching for a continuous GW signal or a transient GW, as
modeled by Eq. 17, one does not know a priori its phase or amplitude param-
eters. The computation of the noise spectral density (Eq. 33) is performed
over a short time scale T , over which the inner product is defined

(x|y) $ 2S!1(fs)

! T

0

x y dt . (54)

We do not need to assume noise stationarity over the entire data set over
which a search is performed, but we allow noise to be slowly varying over
t > T . Power spectra S(f) can be given di"erent weights depending on the
noise level,

w$(f) %
"S$,k#!1

k

S!1
, (55)

where the average ".#k is over the frequency-bins k of the noise spectral den-
sity and # indicates di"erent T s over which noise is estimated. The quantity
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A2 = A+ cos !0 sin 2% + A! sin !0 cos 2% , (23)

A3 = "A+ sin !0 cos 2% " A! cos !0 sin 2% , (24)

A4 = "A+ sin !0 sin 2% + A! cos !0 cos 2% , (25)

are four amplitude parameters,

h1(t) = a(t) cos !("") , h2(t) = b(t) cos !("") , (26)

h3(t) = a(t) sin !("") , h4(t) = b(t) sin !("") (27)

are the (detector and time dependent) wave-components and ts, "s are the
signal’s starting time and duration respectively.

4 Basis Vectors

Eq. 21-Eq. 27 describe the GW signal in a compact form. It is parametrized
by four (time independent) amplitudes Aµ, four “wave-components” hµ and
two extra parameters. The four amplitudes depend on the signal parameters
A+, A!, !0, % and not on detector-specific parameters or on time. The four
hµ depend on the phase of the signal, the sky position and the “Doppler pa-
rameters” that modulate the signal’s phase (denoting them by & ! {n̂, f (s)},
where f (s) ! dsf(")/d " s|!ref are the spin parameters).

4
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Parameter space

Doppler parameters

- 

Amplitude parameters

-

“Transient” parameters

- 

The time dependent functions hµ(t; !)3 and g0(t; t0, "0) can be used to define
a basis vector set which spans the phase-space of the signal. We denote here
by g0(t; t0, "0) a function which approximates the true function gs(t; ts, "s).
This definition is appropriate in a matched filter case problem, such as the
present, when we don’t know a priori the true signal’s parameters. For
simplicity we will assume that the Doppler parameters are exactly known.
The basis vectors spanning the phase-space are:

h!
µ(t; !) = g0hµ , (28)

with the help of which we can define the following quantities.

Covariance matrix :

Mµ! ! (h!
µ|h!

!) = (g0hµ|g0h!) (29)

Vectors :

xµ ! (x|h!
µ) = (x|g0hµ) (30)

sµ ! (s|h!
µ) = (s|g0hµ) (31)

nµ ! (n|h!
µ) = (n|g0hµ) (32)

where x(t) = s(t) + n(t) (the data measured at the detector consists of
a signal, if present, and noise) and the inner procust is defined as (single
detector case)

(x|y) ! 4"
! !

0

x̃(f) ỹ"(f)

S(f)
df . (33)

with S(f) being the (single sided) noise density matrix, or in the time domain

(x|y) ! S#1

! !

0

x(t)y(t)dt . (34)

5 Detection statistic

In vector notation we can expres the signal s(t;A, !, ts, "s) in the form

sµ = (s|h!
µ) = (gsA!h! |g0hµ)

= A! (gsh! |g0hµ) = A!N µ! (35)

where index summation is implied.

The signal is expected to be well buried in the noise (sµ << nµ) and the
problem of detecting it and estimating its parameters is a “match filtering”

3Letters in bold would hereafter indicate detector-dependent quantities.

5
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Matched Filter method

Correlate a known signal (template) with an unknown signal 
(data)

A template is some linear superposition of a vector basis 

Basis vectors: 

Covariance Matrix : 

Vectors:                                            where

                                                         and
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Log-Likelihood (F-Statistic)
Probability of observing the data x(t) given 

Bayes’ theorem (and flat priors) gives

Marginalize over 

-           

-  “F-Statistic” : 

case problem. A standard method for addressing this problem is a maximum
likelihood approach.
The likelihood function of observing the data x(t) given A, !, t0, !T, S (con-
ditional probability) is

P (x|A, !, t0, !T, S) = k e!
1
2 (x|x) exp

!
(x|s)! 1

2
(s|s)

"
. (36)

According to Bayes’ theorem the posterior probability can be written as

P (A, !, t0, !T, |x, S) = k" exp

!
(x|s)! 1

2
(s|s)

"
P (A, !, t0, !T, ) , (37)

Assuming a flat prior P (A, !, t0, !T, ) = const. and substituting the signal-
model of Eq. 21 into Eq. 36, we can write the posterior probability as (taking
the log)

log P (A, !, t0, !T, |x, S) = log P0 + (x|s)! 1

2
(s|s) (38)

where

(x|s) = (x|gsAµhµ)

= Aµ (x|gshµ)

=
gs

g0
Aµ xµ (39)

(s|s) = (gsAµ hµ|gsA! h!)

= Aµ (gshµ|gsh!)A!

=
g2

s

g2
0

Aµ Mµ! A! (40)

where we have assumed that gs/g0 is constant within the inner product in-
tegration region.
We have

log P (A, !|x, t0, !T, S) = log P0 +
gs

g0
Aµ xµ(!)! 1

2
(
gs

g0
)2Aµ Mµ!(!)A! .

(41)
The posterior log-likelihood in Eq. 41 is maximized with respect to Aµ when

" log P

"Aµ
= 0" xµ =

gs

g0
Mµ!A!

MLE " Aµ
MLE =

g0

gs
{M!1}µ!x! (42)
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where Aµ
MLE are the maximum likelihood estimators (MLE) of the ampli-

tudes Aµ. Log-likehihood becomes

{log P (!, t0, !T |x, S)}MAX =

log P0 + {M!1}µ!x! xµ ! 1

2
{M!1}µ"x" Mµ# {M!1}#$x$ =

log P0 + {M!1}µ!x! xµ ! 1

2
{M!1}µ"x" "$

µx$ =

log P0 + {M!1}µ!x! xµ ! 1

2
{M!1}µ"x" xµ =

log P0 +
1

2
xµ Mµ# x# (43)

where Mµ# " {M!1}µ# , i.e. Mµ%M%# = "#
µ.

The maximum likelihood statistic defines the so-called “F -statistic”, namely

2F(!, t0, !T |x) = xµ Mµ# x# . (44)

5.1 Perfectly matched filter

We examine the simplest (ideal) case of a single search “template” {A, !}
perfectly matching a signal present in the data x(t)

x(t) = n(t) + s(t;A, !) . (45)

The four components of xµ defined in Eq. 37 are

xµ(A, !) = nµ(!) + sµ(A, !) , (46)

where nµ " (n|hµ) and sµ " (s|hµ).

For Gaussian, stationary noise uncorrelated with the signal one obtains

E [nµ] = 0 , and E [nµ n# ] = Mµ# , (47)

where E[.] denotes the expectation-value, and

E[xµ] = sµ , and E[xµ x# ] = Mµ# + sµ s# , (48)

Eq. 48 indicates that the four random variables xµ have mean sµ and covari-
ance Mµ# . In this case the expectation value of the F -statistic is

E[2F ] = E[xµMµ# x# ]
independence?

= E[xµ x# ] E[Mµ# ]
Eq. 48

= [Mµ# + sµ s# ]Mµ#

= 4 + sµMµ# s#

= 4 + #2(0) , (49)
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perfectly matching a signal present in the data x(t)

x(t) = n(t) + s(t;A, !) . (45)

The four components of xµ defined in Eq. 37 are

xµ(A, !) = nµ(!) + sµ(A, !) , (46)

where nµ " (n|hµ) and sµ " (s|hµ).

For Gaussian, stationary noise uncorrelated with the signal one obtains

E [nµ] = 0 , and E [nµ n# ] = Mµ# , (47)

where E[.] denotes the expectation-value, and

E[xµ] = sµ , and E[xµ x# ] = Mµ# + sµ s# , (48)

Eq. 48 indicates that the four random variables xµ have mean sµ and covari-
ance Mµ# . In this case the expectation value of the F -statistic is

E[2F ] = E[xµMµ# x# ]
independence?

= E[xµ x# ] E[Mµ# ]
Eq. 48

= [Mµ# + sµ s# ]Mµ#

= 4 + sµMµ# s#

= 4 + #2(0) , (49)

7
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Expected value of F-Statistic
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where !(0) is the “optimal” signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
From Eq. 35 we have

!2(0) = sµMµ! s!
Eq.24
= A!N µ! Mµ! A"N !" . (50)

And

N µ! =
1

Sh

! #1

#0

hµ(t)h!(t) =
"1 ! "0

!T
{!T

Sh
[

1

"1 ! "0

! #1

#0

hµh! ]} (51)

where "0 = max(t0, ts) and "1 = min(ts + "s, t0 + !T ) are the integration
limits in the case of a rectangular “‘transient” signal. The latter integral can
be also written as

N µ! =
"1 ! "0

!T
{!T

Sh
"hµh!#} $

"1 ! "0

!T
Mµ! (52)

We therefore have

E[2F ] = 4 + (
"1 ! "0

!T
)2 !T

Sh
[Aµ"hµh!#A! ] (53)

The value of the F -statistic in this case is the maximum value possibly ob-
tained when the four signal amplitudes Aµ and “wave-components” hµ are
exactly known.

5.2 Non-ideal case

In practice when searching for a continuous GW signal or a transient GW, as
modeled by Eq. 17, one does not know a priori its phase or amplitude param-
eters. The computation of the noise spectral density (Eq. 33) is performed
over a short time scale T , over which the inner product is defined

(x|y) $ 2S!1(fs)

! T

0

x y dt . (54)

We do not need to assume noise stationarity over the entire data set over
which a search is performed, but we allow noise to be slowly varying over
t > T . Power spectra S(f) can be given di"erent weights depending on the
noise level,

w$(f) %
"S$,k#!1

k

S!1
, (55)

where the average ".#k is over the frequency-bins k of the noise spectral den-
sity and # indicates di"erent T s over which noise is estimated. The quantity
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E[2F] (∆T=const.)

E[2F] (t0=const.)

rect window
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Statistics - Hypothesis testing
2 hypotheses:

- null hypothesis
- signal case 

Testing:
- Odds ratio
- Bayes factor
- Posterior PDFs
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“transient” search vs. “coherent” search
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Summary

Developed a Bayesian (Odds-ratio) search method for a 
“transient” (1d-1month) GW signal from known pulsars 

Classical (frequentist) F-Statistic can be derived in a Bayesian 
framework using flat priors on       s  (R . Prix to appear in CQG) 

Method is multi-IFO compatible

Can be extended in “directed” searches (known sky position for 
a pulsar but searching for a signal in a frequency band)

case problem. A standard method for addressing this problem is a maximum
likelihood approach.
The likelihood function of observing the data x(t) given A, !, t0, "0, S (con-
ditional probability) is

P (x|A, !, t0, "0, S) = k e!
1
2 (x|x) exp

!
(x|s)! 1

2
(s|s)

"
. (36)

According to Bayes’ theorem the posterior probability can be written as

P (A, !, t0, "0, |x, S) = k" exp

!
(x|s)! 1

2
(s|s)

"
P (A, !, t0, "0, ) , (37)

Assuming a flat prior P (A, !, t0, "0, ) = const. and substituting the signal-
model of Eq. 21 into Eq. 36, we can write the posterior probability as (taking
the log)

log P (A, !, t0, "0, |x, S) = log P0 + (x|s)! 1

2
(s|s) (38)

where

(x|s) = (x|gsAµhµ)

= Aµ (x|gshµ)

=
gs

g0
Aµ xµ (39)

(s|s) = (gsAµ hµ|gsA! h!)

= Aµ (gshµ|gsh!)A!

=
g2

s

g2
0

Aµ Mµ! A! (40)

where we have assumed that gs/g0 is constant within the inner product in-
tegration region.
We have

log P (A, !|x, t0, "0, S) = log P0+
gs

g0
Aµ xµ(!)! 1

2
(
gs

g0
)2Aµ Mµ!(!)A! . (41)

The posterior log-likelihood in Eq. 41 is maximized with respect to Aµ when

# log P

#Aµ
= 0" xµ =

gs

g0
Mµ!A!

MLE " Aµ
MLE =

g0

gs
{M!1}µ!x! (42)
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